This study investigates the existence and shape of an environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) across 16 developed countries and 58 developing countries during the period 1995-2010. The basic model of the EKC is a polynomial equation of real GDP per capita. The EKC model estimated for CO2 emission per capita was extended by using control variables, such as trade, urban population, fossil fuel consumption, and service sector. Based on the nonparametric test of poolability of Baltagi et al. (1996) , the relationship was found to have structural stability. A nonparametric pooled regression model was constructed, which allowed functional form flexibility and considered the endogeneity problem often emphasized in the EKC literature. The estimation results show the nonexistence of an EKC for both groups. The study also indicates the existence of nonlinearity and heterogeneity in the relationships between CO2 emission and the control variables across both groups.
One of the problems in applying the EKC in empirical studies is the existence of the endogeneity problem. The simultaneous determination between environment and economic development with some control variables might cause the endogeneity problem. To obtain unbiased and consistent estimation results, an estimation method that considers the problem of endogeneity arising from simultaneity should be used. In a nonparametric case, this problem might be solved by the control function approach. Although nonparametric techniques have been used by some studies investigating the existence of the EKC, the endogeneity issue is almost never addressed in models applying nonparametric techniques.
The present study examines the existence of the EKC for two country groups during the period 1995-2010 by using nonparametric techniques that consider the endogeneity problem. These country groups are classified under the Annex of the Framework Convention on Climate Change as Annex II (16 developed countries) and Non-Annex I (58 developing countries). Because panel data are used, the study also investigates whether the poolability assumption is valid or not.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the literature on the EKC, focusing substantially on issues related to econometric specifications. Section 3 presents the nonparametric framework of the EKC model specification. The data description and estimation results are discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 presents the conclusions.
Literature Review
This section provides a survey of EKC studies that apply different econometric specifications. The relationship between economic development and environmental quality has become increasingly important in the economic development field since the mid-1990s. Economic research on the EKC began with Shafik and Bandyopadhyay (1992) and Grossman and Krueger (1995) . The latter served as the background study for the report of the World Bank, through which the concept then came to be widely known. Although these studies used data collected through observation, they provided the existence of the EKC becomes clear through analysis (Katsuhisa Uchiyama 2016) . Comprehensive survey studies in this field include those of David I. Stern (1998 Stern ( ,2004 , Theodore Panayotou (2000), Dasgupta et al. (2002) , Soumyananda Dinda (2004), Stern (2004) , and Romualdas Ginevičius, Giedrė Lapinskienė, and Kęstutis Peleckis (2017), among others.
Recently, development issues, such as alternative sources of energy (biofuels, solar, and wind) and global warming, have re-emphasized the importance of environmental quality in the pursuit of economic development. Thus, questions on the validity of the EKC have continued to emerge.
The literature on the subject is abundant and continues to grow, as do the controversial findings. Phu Nguyen Van and Théophile Azomahou (2007) stated that this controversy is partly due to the wrong functional form specifications used in empirical studies. Particularly in the case of CO2 emissions, the results of studies exploring the existence of the EKC are the best examples of this controversy. Some studies obtained findings that support the existence of the EKC for CO2. These include EKC. However, these works used parametric models to investigate the existence of the EKC. Therefore, the endogeneity issue is mostly not considered for the nonparametric form of the EKC model.
Finally, the studies of Criado (2008) and Azomahou, Laisney, and Van (2006) can be considered as pioneering works that examine the assumption of poolability in nonparametric EKC models that use panel data.
Nonparametric EKC Model Specification
A nonparametric specification is constructed to examine the relationship between CO2 emissions per capita and real GDP per capita. This specification eliminates the need to identify some particular parametric functional forms, e.g., CO2 as a linear, quadratic, or cubic function of real GDP per capita. Because parametric functional forms are often restrictive and misspecified, the following EKC nonparametric model enhanced by control variables is proposed:
where Yit represents the per capita emissions for CO2 in country i at time t, and X is the set of explanatory variables, including real GDP per capita (RGDPit), trade volume in GDP (TRADEit), share of urban population in the total population (URBAN_POPit), share of fossil fuels in the total fuel consumption (FOSSIL_FUELit), and share of the service sector in GDP (SERVICEit); εit is an i.i.d. (0, σε 2 ) error term.
A major concern with panel data is poolability. The question is whether it is suitable to assume the constancy of parameters or functions over time. Criado (2008) noted that whereas several studies on the existence of EKC have intensively used panel data, few works have addressed the poolability assumption used to model these data. In addition to parametric tests for the poolability of panel data (e.g., the F-test strategy of Hsiao), there is also the nonparametric poolability test of Badi H. Baltagi, Javier Hidalgo, and Qi Li (1996) , which is robust to functional misspecification. The Baltagi, Hidalgo, and Li (1996) J statistic allows the error term to have an arbitrary form of serial correlation or conditional heteroscedasticity in the time dimension or to include individual effects. The J statistic follows an N(0,1) distribution, and the test is onesided (Baltagi, Hidalgo, and Li 1996, Carlos O. Criado 2008) .
In this study, the assumption of temporal homogeneity is tested by applying a nonparametric poolability test, which is robust to functional misspecification. git ( ) can be assumed to be constant over time; thus, git ( ) = gi ( ). Alternatively, git ( ) we can be assumed to vary over time; thus, git ( ) ≠ gi ( ). Therefore, the test can be formulated as:
H0 is the temporal homogeneity hypothesis. Accepting H0 results in the following nonparametric pooled regression:
The result of the nonparametric poolability test is used to find evidence of the structural stability of the relationship over the period 1995-2010 and to determine which nonparametric model specification should be used.
Methodology
The hypothesis that there is no correlation between the error terms and the explanatory variables is a crucial one. If this hypothesis does not hold, then all of the estimators are not valid. In practice, this problem is particularly salient in the presence of reverse causality between the dependent variable and the explanatory variables. In the classic linear model, Y=Xβ+ε, this problem is characterized by E(ε|X) ≠ 0. OLS estimation is thus no longer valid, and instrumental variable (IV) estimation is necessary. The principle of IV estimation consists in applying instrumental variables, which are strongly correlated with regressors X but are not correlated with the errors in the model. The endogeneity problem may arise in the nonparametric form of the model, and this issue should also be considered to obtain a consistent estimation of the nonparametric function g(.). To solve this problem, the control function approach, introduced by Whitney K. Newey, James L. Powell, and Francis Vella (1999) , can be used (Ibrahim Ahamada and Emmanuel Flachaire 2013) . This approach considers a triangular system of the following form: Newey, Powell, and Vella (1999) were interested in estimating g (·,·) consistently. They imposed an additivity constraint in each stage to decrease the curse of dimensionality problem and proposed a three-step estimation procedure for an additively separable nonparametric structural equation model. In this approach, the first stage involves separate (additive) regressions of each endogenous regressor on each of the exogenous regressors to obtain consistent estimates of the residuals. These residuals are used in the second-stage regression, in which a single (additive) regression of the response variable is carried out on each of the endogenous regressors (not their predictions), the "included" exogenous regressors, and each of the residuals from the first-stage regressions. The final step involves the estimation of additive components or g(.) functions by using the backfitting algorithm (Deniz Ozabaci, Daniel J. Henderson, and Liangjun Su 2014).
In this approach, the matrix of instruments consists of the included and excluded exogenous regressors. The matrix of instruments, define as W, is strongly correlated with nonparametric endogenous variables X but is not correlated with the errors of the nonparametric model, E(ε|W) = 0, such that: X=W+v, where v is a vector of i.i.d errors, which are not correlated with the instruments, E(v|W) = 0. If the additional hypothesis E (ε|X, v) = ρv is defined, ε=ρv+η can be written. To avoid the curse of dimensionality problem, nonparametric objects have additive forms. Thus, the nonparametric model is rewritten as:
There is now no problem of endogeneity, given that E (η|X, Z2, v) = 0. Therefore, it is possible to obtain consistent estimates of the g(.) functions and ρ parameter.
The application of a conditional expectation over X to the above model, which is then subtracted from the nonparametric model, allows obtaining estimators of both the δ and ρ parameters:
In eq. (1.5), the unobserved values of v are replaced with the OLS residuals, vˆ, and the nonparametric estimations Therefore, the OLS estimation of the model might be shown as follows:
This model yields consistent estimators of both the δ and ρ parameters and their variances. Furthermore, a simple test of exogeneity can be carried out by using this model, by considering the null hypothesis H0: ρ=0. In addition, a nonparametric estimation of the model,
(1.7) provides an estimate of the functions g of the nonparametric model. The estimations of the g(.) functions can be obtained by applying the backfitting algorithm (Ahamada and Flachaire 2013) .
In this study, trade and real GDP per capita variables are possible endogenous variables because of the reverse causality with CO2 emission per capita. For this reason, the endogeneity issue is considered for the EKC models in nonparametric form. Therefore, the X matrix in Eq. (1.4) includes trade and real GDP per capita variables as nonparametric endogenous variables. The excluded exogenous variable set for each endogenous variable is determined separately. The excluded exogenous variable set for real GDP per capita, which was taken from the literature, includes population, investment, capital, labor, and government expenditure. The second set of excluded exogenous variables for trade includes population, investment, bilateral trade agreements, and common language. The gravity model of trade has largely been used to determine the excluded exogenous variables for the trade variable. Because the set of "excluded" exogenous variables differs for each endogenous variable, the "excluded" exogenous variable matrix can be expressed as Z2 for real GDP per capita and as Z2* for the trade variable. The instrumental variable matrix consisting of the excluded and included exogenous variables can be denoted as W for real GDP per capita and as W* for trade variable.
The matrix of included exogenous variables involves service sector, urban population, and fossil fuel consumption. This matrix is Z1, as defined in Eq. (1.4).
Data
The data set consists of a panel of observations for two different country groups for the period 1995-2010. These country groups belong to Annex II (16 countries) and Non-Annex I (58 countries) in the Annex of the Framework Convention on Climate Change, which classified 171 countries under Annex I (40 countries: Annex II (23), Transition (14), and Others (3)) and Non-Annex I (131 countries). The initial year of the data set was determined based on the period of real GDP per capita, which serves as a proxy of economic development. The data on real GDP per capita were obtained from Penn World Table ( PWT 7.1), a publicly available data set containing information on real GDP per capita over the period 1950-2010. However, complete time series data could not be obtained for some countries; among the 171 countries, only 74 countries had complete data for the 1995-2010 period. As the sampling period does not cover the last years, it constitutes one of the most important limitations of the study.
The above classification is appropriate because the EKC is used to investigate relationships in economic development. Moreover, Uchiyama (2016) noted that the groups based on the Framework hold the political backgrounds of international negotiations on the global warming issue. Thus, in contrast to several studies, the present work prefers this classification. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of the variables used in the analysis, with the list of countries shown at the bottom. The variable definitions and sources are provided in Appendix Table A4 .
Annex II comprises developed countries, whereas Non-Annex I generally includes developing countries, except for Singapore. Therefore, there is considerable bias in the distribution of both CO2 emission and real GDP per capita, with large deviations between the maximum and median values.
The averages indicate that Annex II countries have a high CO2 emission, fossil fuel consumption, urban population, and service sector share in GDP but have low real GDP per capita compared with the other countries. 
Empirical Results
The empirical objective is to investigate the existence of the EKC for two country groups (Annex II and Non-Annex I) over the period 1995-2010. That is, the study examines whether or not there is an inverted-U relationship between CO2 emission and real GDP per capita for the two country groups. As previously mentioned, some control variables that may affect CO2 emission, besides the income variable, are included in the model. These control variables are share of trade volume (i.e., exports+imports) in GDP (TRADE), share of the service sector in GDP (SERVICES), share of fossil fuels in total fuel consumption (FOSSIL_FUEL), and share of urban population in the total population (URBAN_POP).
The literature on EKC often emphasizes that income and trade variables are endogenous. Moreover, the problem of endogeneity is reported to arise from the reverse causality between CO2 emission and these variables. In the presence of the endogeneity, nonparametric estimation is no longer valid. To mitigate the problem of endogeneity in the nonparametric case, the control function approach is used (Daniel J. Henderson and Christopher F. Parmeter 2015).
In this approach, two separate instrumental variable sets are identified. The variables in the growth literature are used to construct the instrumental variable set for the real GDP per capita variable. This set includes population growth, investment, capital, labor, and government expenditure. The gravity model is used to construct an instrumental variable set for the trade variable. The second set of instrumental variables for trade includes population growth, foreign direct investment, bilateral trade agreements, and common language.
Before the nonparametric estimation of EKC models, the nonparametric poolability test statistic of Baltagi, Hidalgo, and Li (1996) is applied to determine whether or not nonparametric functions are constant over time.
The nonparametric test statistics for poolability are 0.485 and 0.747 for Annex II and Non-Annex I, respectively. These are considerably lower than 1.645 (the 95% value of the standard normal distribution; one-sided test). Hence, the data for the two country groups are poolable. Table 2 shows the estimation results for Models 1 and 2. Model 1 does not consider the endogeneity and Model 2 takes account of the endogeneity via the control function approach, for two samples over the period 1995-2010. Models 1 and 2 are represented by Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) , respectively:
Models 1 and 2 are estimated for each country group mentioned above. The estimation results indicate that all variables in the two models are statistically significant for each country group. Moreover, the significance of v1 and v2 indicates the validity of the instrumental variable sets. Notes: ***, **, * The coefficient is statistically significant at the 1% level, 5% level, and 10% level respectively. The values in parentheses represent t statistics.
Source: Authors' calculations
Nonparametric regressions are usually investigated through graphical representations, in which solid curves indicate the estimation of g(.) functions for each nonparametric variable, and dashed curves show the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals. Figures 1 and 2 compare the estimation results of nonparametric pooled regressions that do not consider endogeneity for Annex II and Non-Annex I, respectively. The graphs in Figs. 1 and 2 show that all control variables are related nonlinearly with CO2 emission per capita. Moreover, the nonlinear effects of the control variables on CO2 emission per capita differ significantly from one country group to another. The effects of the control variables for CO2 are obtained from Fig. 3 for Annex II countries. As shown in the figure, there is a monotonically increasing relationship between CO2 and RGDP, indicating the nonexistence of EKC.
FOSSIL_FUEL increases CO2, and the rate of increase is fairly high particularly after the level of 80 % is reached.
A decreasing relationship is found between CO2 and TRADE. After a certain level is reached, an increase in TRADE slightly increases CO2. Between CO2 and SERVICE, there is initially an increasing relationship, and then CO2 decreases after the SERVICE variable reaches 65%.
Urbanization significantly increases CO2 emission per capita after the URBAN_POP variable reaches 75%.
Figure 4 Estimation results of nonparametric pooled regression considering endogeneity for Non-Annex I. Solid curves, estimated line; dashed curves, upper and lower 95% confidence intervals
The effects of the control variables for CO2 are obtained from Fig. 4 for Non-Annex I countries. As shown in the figure, there is an N-shaped relationship between CO2 and RGDP, indicating the nonexistence of the EKC.
FOSSIL_FUEL slightly increases CO2. However, there is a decreasing relationship between CO2 and TRADE, which occurs after the TRADE variable reaches 250 %.
The relationship between CO2 and SERVICE has an almost steady course. Urbanization decreases CO2 emission per capita, but the rate of decrease slows after the URBAN_POP variable reaches 20%.
Conclusion
This study investigates the existence and shape of the environmental Kuznets curve by using panel data sets for 16 developed (Annex II) and 58 developing (Non-Annex I) countries over the period 1995-2010. The EKC model is enhanced by considering some control variables that can affect the environmental quality. The model is estimated by applying nonparametric techniques that provide functional form flexibility. However, the simultaneous determination between environmental quality and some control variables results in the endogeneity problem, which produces biased and inconsistent estimations. To avoid this problem, a nonparametric technique that considers the endogeneity problem is used. Moreover, the stability of the relationship in the EKC model over time during the study period is investigated by using the poolability test developed by Baltagi, Hidalgo, and Li (1996) . The findings indicate that the model specifications, which assume the stability of the relationship over time during the study period, are valid. This study therefore presents the estimation results of nonparametric pooled regressions that consider the endogeneity problem.
The effect of each variable in the EKC model on CO2 emission provides remarkable results. The estimation results show the nonexistence of the EKC for both country groups. Moreover, the findings indicate that an increase in real GDP per capita increases the CO2 emission per capita in developing countries more than that in developed countries. According to Azomahou, Laisney, and Van (2005) , it cannot be ignored that not only developing countries but also developed countries face environmental pollution. This implies that economic development is not a sufficient condition to decrease CO2 emission. Thus, all countries, especially developed ones because of their valuable resources, should exert efforts to decrease CO2 emissions.
The relationship between CO2 emission and fossil fuel consumption differs between the country groups, which may have different fossil fuel consumption structures. In developing countries, the CO2 emission per capita decreases with increasing trade after a high level of trade is achieved. In developed countries, an increase in trade also decreases CO2 emission even at low levels of trade. This finding is supported by the hypothesis of Grossman and Krueger (1995) , who stated that developed countries, which tend to have relatively cleaner urban air and river basins, also have relatively more stringent environmental standards and stricter enforcement of their environmental laws compared with developing countries.
An increase in the share of the service sector in GDP decreases CO2 emission per capita in developed countries, whereas there is a slightly decreasing relationship in developing countries. This finding may be related to the industrial structure of economies. A manufacturing-based economy has more emission-intensive activities than the service sector. Because the industrial structure of developing countries is based on manufacturing, the negative effect of the service sector on CO2 is not as large as that in developed countries.
The effect of urbanization on CO2 emission per capita is also heterogeneous across the different country groups. There is an increasing relationship between CO2 emission and the urban population in developed countries. In contrast, there is a decreasing relationship between CO2 emission and the urban population in developing countries. This finding supports the urban environmental transition theory, which states that the increase in energy consumption among urban residents of developing countries may not be as large as that in developed countries. Developed countries provide more urban amenities than developing countries, and when more urban public services are provided, the consumption of energy resources is likely to be higher.
The present findings generally show the existence of reverse causality and nonlinear relationships between CO2 emission and the control variables. The sample period clearly presents a limitation of the study given that the application of nonparametric techniques requires more observations to determine the true functional form through the data. Another limitation of the study is the absence of a suitable test for weak instrumental variables in the nonparametric case. Given the importance of the estimation of instrumental variables in applied studies, such tests will no doubt be improved. This is essential for EKC studies because of the reverse causality between CO2 emission, income, and trade variables, as often emphasized in the literature. Future EKC studies should focus on the aforementioned issues, which are bound to be predominant in estimations. 
